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Subdwarf B (sdB) stars 
Hot (Teff ~ 30 000 K) and compact stars (log g ~ 5.5) belonging to Extreme 
Horizontal Branch (EHB), an intermediate stage of evolution 
     
>  short-periods (P ~ 80 -  600 s), A ≤ 1%, p-modes 
(EC14026, V361Hya, sdBV_r,…)  
 
>  long-periods (P ~  30 min - 3 h), A ≤ 0.1%, g-modes 
(PG1716, V1093 Her, Betsy stars, sdBV_s,…) 
  
 + hybrids    
Two main classes of multi-periodic sdB pulsators: 
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Models for hot suddwarfs seismology 
 > 2nd generation (2G) models:  
•  static envelope structures; central regions (e.g. convective core) ≡ hard ball  
•  include detailed envelope microscopic diffusion (nonuniform envelope Fe abundance in 
an otherwise pure H envelope),  
•  4 input parameters : Teff, log g, M*, envelope thickness lq_env ≅ log (Menv/M*) 
 > 3rd generation (3G) models:  
•  complete static structures; including detailed central regions description  
•  only for sdB on EHB (He-burning) 
•  envelope like 2G models 
•  5 input parameters : M*, lq_env (≅ log (Menv/M*)), lq_core (≅log (Mcore/M*)), Hecore and 
Ocore (He+C+O = 1)  
Static models = Parametrized models (independent of stellar evolution) 
 > 4th generation (4G) models: same than 3G models+ 
•  double transition H/He envelope (2 parameters) 
•  C-contamination of the He mantle produced by He-flash (2 parameters) 
•  “smoothness” of the chemical transition profiles (4 parameters) 
=> Up to 13 input parameters 
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Models for sdB stars seismology 
log q≡ log (1-M(r)/M*)) 
0 - 8 % of C (C_flash)  
in the He mantle on 0 - 100% 
(lq_flash) of the mantle  
produced by He-flash 
H/He envelope (+Fe) 
(Henv,diff) 







He mantle + C 
He/C/O core 
+ pro_fac parameters (profiles): pf_diff, pf_env, pf_flash & pf_core 
Hecore, Ocore 
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Method for sdB stars seismology 
Search the stellar model(s) whose theoretical periods best fit the 
observed ones, in order to minimize 
 
    
Under external constraints from spectroscopy + mode identification (if available) 
> Optimization procedure: Efficient optimization codes (based on Genetic 
Algorithms) to thoroughly explore the parameter space and find the minima of S2 
•   0.3 ≤ M* ≤ 0.7 Msun (Han et al. 2002, 2003) 
•   -6.0 ≤ lq_env ≤ -3.5 
•  -0.50 ≤ lq_core ≤ -0.10 
•   0 ≤ Hecore ≤ 1  
•   0 ≤ Ocore ≤ 1  
•  Henv,diff: 60-100% + location of the transition lq_diff 
•  Cflash: 0-8% + location of the transition lq_flash 
•  Steep to smooth profiles (pro_fac parameters: pf_diff, 
pf_env, pf_flash and pf_core) 
+  Teff, log g @ 3σ spectroscopy 
 
"  Typical parameter space  
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Modeling TESS targets 
Selection criteria:  
•  ≥ 5 p-modes and/or ≥ 15 g-modes 
•  availability of ‘decent’ spectroscopy (say, Teff  ± 1500 K, log g ± 0.2 dex) 
Targets spotted (to Sector 6): 
•  TIC 278659026/EC 21494-7018, see S. Charpinet’s talk 
•  TIC 169285097, hybrid pulsator, my talk 
•  TIC 457168745/PG 0342+206, my talk 
•  TIC 067584818, my talk (done by C. Panais) 
•  TIC 080290366 (to come) 
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•  Frequency analysis with FELIX (Charpinet et al. 2010), above 4.5σ: 
- 42 g-modes (1370s – 9956 s) and 6 p-modes (266.9 s – 387.2 s) 
- without possible linear combinations: 27 g-modes and 5 p-modes 
 
•  Atmospheric parameters (Nemeth et al. 2012): 
   Teff = 28390 ± 410 K 
   log g = 5.30 ± 0.05 
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Hecore - lqcore 
(At least) 3 best-fit solutions: 
1.  S2=2.12, dP/P~0.21%, dP=7.7s, dν=2.1 µHz (S1bis: S2=2.14) 
2.  S2=2.79, dP/P~0.26%, dP=11.6s, dν=1.9 µHz 
3.  S2=3.57, dP/P~0.28%, dP=13.3s, dν=1.56 µHz  
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Hecore - lqcore 
(At least) 3 best-fit solutions: 
1.  S2=2.12, dP/P~0.21%, dP=7.7s, dν=2.1 µHz        (S1bis: S2=2.14) 
2.  S2=2.79, dP/P~0.26%, dP=11.6s, dν=1.9 µHz 
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Modeling TESS targets: TIC 169285097 































































Henv,diff : poorly constrained (0.70-0.75) 
lq_diff : ‘high’ in the star 
Ocore : between 0.13 - 0.25 
pf_diff: unconstrained 
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Modeling TESS targets: TIC 169285097 































































Pf_core: unconstrained  
Pf_env: relatively smooth 
Both unconstrained 
+ Pf_flash unconstrained 
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Well...what can we say about TIC16928? 
•  High-mass sdB star (?): M* = 0.56 +0.01-0.07 Msun 
•  Rather thick envelope: lq_env=-2.11+0.22-0.15 
•  He_core: 2 main possibilities: ~0.13 (S2) or ~0.71 (S1, S3) 
•  O_core: ~0.13-0.25 
•  lq_env_diff = -4.55+0.12-2.87: transition up to pure H « high » the star 
•  lq_core: various possibilities 
•  Unconstrained: Henv,diff, C_flash, lq_flash, all pro_fac 
M*  Hecore  
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Well... How to go beyond ? 
•  More aggressive computation around minima 
•  here: l=0,k=0 for main p-modes (log g~5.39) – leave this hypothesis ? 
 
•  More extended parameter space (mass, diff_H,...) 
 
•  Presence of other degree l than l=1,2 and 4 ? 
 
•  A priori mode identification (Murat, Andy ?) 
 
•  GAIA distance ? 
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Modeling TESS targets: PG 0342+026 (Sector 5) 
•  Frequency analysis with FELIX, above 4.6σ: 
      27 g-modes (1674 s – 10331 s)  
 
•  Atmospheric parameters (Geier et al. 2017): 
  Teff = 26 000 ± 1100 K 
  log g = 5.59 ± 0.12 
g-mode pulsator 
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Modeling TESS targets: PG 0342+026 
•   0.4 ≤ M* ≤ 0.5 Msun 
•  -2.8 ≤ lq_env ≤ -1.5 
•  -8.00 ≤ lq_diff ≤ -2.0 
•  Henv,diff: 70-75%  
•  1 ≤ Pfdiff ≤ 10 
•  1 ≤ Pfenv ≤ 10 
•  -0.40 ≤ lq_core ≤ -0.15 
•  50 ≤ Pfcore ≤ 150 
•   0 ≤ Hecore ≤ 1  
•   0 ≤ Ocore ≤ 1  
•  Cflash: 0-8%; lq_flash + Pf_flash fixed 
•  Teff, log g @ 2σ spectroscopy 
Preliminary computations 
Search in a ‘restrained’ parameter space, 11 were varied: 
Ongoing: search in a more vast parameter space, 13 parameters 







He mantle + C 
He/C/O core 
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M* – lq_env Hecore – lq_core 
One clear solution emerged: 
 S2=0.56, dP/P~0.12%, dP=5.3s, dν=0.35 µHz 
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M* – lq_env Hecore – lq_core 































































M* ~ 0.46 ± 0.02 Msun 
lq_env ~ -1.90 ± 0.10  
Hecore ~ 0.70 ± 0.07 
lq_core ~ -0.25 ± 0.02  
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Modeling TESS targets: PG 0342+026 































































Henv,diff unconstrained  
lq_diff ~ -4.58 ± 1.08  
Ocore ~ 0.13 ± 0.06 
Pf_diff unconstrained 
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Modeling TESS targets: PG 0342+026 
































Pfcore ~ 145 (steep) 
































Cflash ~ 5.0 ± 1.0 % 
(lq_flash & Pf_flash fixed) 
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Modeling TESS targets: PG 0342+026 
•  Mode id: 16 l=1 and 11 l=2; the 10 dominant modes have 7 l=1, 3 l=2 
•  Teff = 25 274 K ; log g = 5.46 (spectro: 26 000 ± 1100 K and 5.59 ± 0.12) 
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Modeling TESS targets: TIC 067584818 (Sector 3) 
•  Frequency analysis with FELIX (! automated), above 5.3σ: 
 19 g-modes (2031s – 9991 s)  
 
•  Atmospheric parameters (Geier et al. 2017): 
   Teff = 25 000 ± 1200 K 
   log g = 5.30 ± 0.20 
g-mode pulsator 
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Modeling TESS targets: TIC 067584818 































































(At least) 3 best-fit solutions: 
1.  S2=0.29, dP/P~0.10%, dP=5.1s, dν=0.22 µHz  
2.  S2=0.36, dP/P~0.093%, dP=5.0s, dν=0.19 µHz 
3.  S2=0.49, dP/P~0.13%, dP=6.7s, dν=0.29 µHz  
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(At least) 3 best-fit solutions: 
1.  S2=0.29, dP/P~0.10%, dP=5.1s, dν=0.22 µHz  
2.  S2=0.36, dP/P~0.093%, dP=5.0s, dν=0.19 µHz 





M* – lq_env Hecore – lq_core 
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Modeling TESS targets: TIC 067584818 































































(At least) 3 best-fit solutions: 
1.  S2=0.29, dP/P~0.10%, dP=5.1s, dν=0.22 µHz  
2.  S2=0.36, dP/P~0.093%, dP=5.0s, dν=0.19 µHz 
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Modeling TESS targets: TIC 067584818 






























































(At least) 3 best-fit solutions: 
1.  S2=0.29, dP/P~0.10%, dP=5.1s, dν=0.22 µHz  
2.  S2=0.36, dP/P~0.093%, dP=5.0s, dν=0.19 µHz 
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Modeling TESS targets: TIC 067584818 
Yet another case... 3 well-defined solutions, that have (mostly) well-
determined parameters...how to discriminate them?  
!  Mode identification: general and 10 dominant modes: 
 
 
Solution 1 Solution 2 Solution 3 
Mode id. 12 l=1, 7 l=2 6 l=1, 13 l=2 8 l=1, 11 l=2 
10 dominant 8 l=1,   2 l=2 4 l=1,   6 l=2 6 l=1,   4 l=2 
Spectroscopy: Teff = 25 000 ± 1200 K and log g = 5.30 ± 0.20 
 
 
Solution 1 Solution 2 Solution 3 
Teff 24 523 K 25 011 K 24 322 K 
log g 5.450 5.334 5.290 
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Modeling TESS targets: TIC 067584818 
Yet another case... 3 well-defined solutions, that have (mostly) well-
determined parameters...how to discriminate them?  
!  Mode identification: general and 10 dominant modes: 
 
 
Solution 1 Solution 2 Solution 3 
Mode id. 12 l=1, 7 l=2 6 l=1, 13 l=2 8 l=1, 11 l=2 
10 dominant 8 l=1,   2 l=2 4 l=1,   6 l=2 6 l=1,   4 l=2 
Spectroscopy: Teff = 25 000 ± 1200 K and log g = 5.30 ± 0.20 (Geier+17) 
 
 
Solution 1 Solution 2 Solution 3 
Teff 24 523 K 25 011 K 24 322 K 
log g 5.450 5.334 5.290 
More spectroscopy needed ! 
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Conclusions 
•  TIC16928:  -  Hybrid pulsator and rich pulsation spectra 
-  A challenge for seismic modeling: several seismic solutions, 
all “not excellent fits” 
-  Relatively high-mass sdB star ? 
-  Evolutionary status unclear 
-  To go beyond: Any additional information is welcome... 
•  PG 0342+026:  
•  TIC 06758:  
-  g-mode pulsator, rich pulsation spectra 
-  Very promising target 
-  Canonical mass sdB star, many parameters (core and 
envelope size, evolutionary status) constrained...  
-  To be confirmed ! 
-  g-mode pulsator, still work to do in frequency analysis 
-  Several seismic solutions, one seems to emerge 
-  Seems canonical mass sdB star 
-  Need more accurate spectroscopy !  








Thanks for your attention ! 
PS: link towards my models for (non-irradiated) very low-mass stars and 
brown dwarfs: 
http://www.astro.ulg.ac.be/ASTA/cles-models-UCDs 
 
